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1. Introduction

In the past it has been customary for languages to be regarded as separate entities and for lexical borrowing from one to another to be considered as an external phenomenon. However, this view is rooted in the modern coincidence of language and nationality. In Europe nation and language coincide as a whole. But when we go back to the medieval period this equation has not the same force as in the post-medieval world, and the whole question of lexical borrowing in the Middle Ages must be studied in a multilingual context.

2. Social context

Ancrene Wisse and the works contained in the Katherine Group were written in late 12th – early 13th century England, under the following sociolinguistic conditions.

The Norman influence was strong, but not strong enough to ‘Normanize’ the whole nation. From the 11th to the 13th centuries, in spite of Norse invasions followed by Norman domination, the English language and literary tradition were preserved in the West, where these works were produced.

Of course there are still divergences as to what the real extent was to which English and French were used in England during the three centuries and a half.

---

1 This paper forms part of a more extensive (unpublished) research work, in which an analysis was undertaken on the influence of French on Early Middle English vocabulary, noun and verb phrases, prepositions and sentence word order within Ancrene Wisse and the Katherine Group.

2 On the possible geographical location see studies by Tolkien (1929), Serjeantson (1938), Brewer (1965), Shepherd (1959), d’Ardenne (1961), Zettersten (1965) and Dobson (1976).
following the Norman Conquest. What is a fact is that the Normans and settlers from other French territories constituted a small minority whose numerical strength never seemed to exceed a 10% of the whole population of England (Bermdt 1965: 145). There is no doubt of the continued use of English after the Conquest, spoken mainly by the lower strata of society (namely, the native population).

The author of Ancre ne Wisse seems to have been a man belonging to the regular clergy, an Augustinian to be more specific. For people like him, French very probably remained the first language until far into the 12th century, but never ousted English entirely in the monasteries, so English continued to be the mother tongue of part of them. At the end of 12th century bilingualism (and even trilingualism) was not rare in the clergy. And although French was no longer the mother tongue of all the most important clerical landlords, the best educated members of the regular clergy of early 13th century England held French as one of the means of oral as well as written communication. For native-born Englishmen, their grasp of French often appeared to reflect their position, education or aspirations in the world. And for those who chose a career in ecclesiastical government French and Latin were essential.

Latin, French and English must have been in daily contact in a number of spheres -- administration (royal and ecclesiastical), the law, education -- and given such a degree of close contact, a good deal of borrowing from one language to another must inevitably have taken place. The cultural and prestigious influence of the French-speaking court is responsible for many French borrowings which tend to reflect the sociolinguistic status of the donor language: since French in this context was the superstratum, loans tend to come from the more prestigious sections of the lexicon and their connotations tend to reflect that prestige.

3. Effects of the linguistic contact

The first thing which comes to mind when we think of borrowing is the adoption of lexical items. But the fact is that through vocabulary borrowing other linguistic elements may be acquired, so that linguistic contact may have further-reaching effects on general linguistic structure. If we come to analyse the effect of language contact on the production Ancre ne Wisse, the conclusion is that, as far as vocabulary is concerned, the author's performance is placed half-way between linguistic borrowing and code mixing. But the case of prepositions presents a different picture. As Appel – Muysken (1987: 171) state,

More generally, content words ... will be borrowed more easily than function words ... since the former have a clear link to cultural content and the latter do not ...

Since, as function words, prepositions are crosslinguistically hardly ever borrowed, the process taking place here is one of calquing: these formations do not introduce foreign elements into the language, but they do introduce new forms (Hock 1991: 399). Calquing presupposes a certain familiarity with the donor language (French) and its grammatical structure, something which, as stated above, the author must have mastered.

In the context of post-Conquest England two basic structural principles affected the English language:

a. the number of inflections decreased in favour of periphrases
b. sentence word order gradually fixed

Both factors were intimately connected: the gradual loss of inflections had a double effect on syntactic structure: on the one hand the use of prepositions increased to a large extent, and eventually became indispensable. On the other hand and as a consequence of the former situation, word and phrase order in the sentence became gradually more fixed. The new syntactic relationships were (about) to be expressed fundamentally by means of word order and prepositions.

It is generally asserted that despite the great number of French loanwords, English is still a Germanic language in its grammatical system: its pronouns, conjunctions and prepositions betray a Germanic origin. Being all that true, the fact that many of them have felt the impact of French in their functions deserves, however, due attention. As an instance, let us consider the case of the preposition of: under the influence of the French preposition de it suffered a change from its beginnings in Old English. In Middle English of had the added values or meanings of 'by' and 'with regard to'. It was also very useful for the formation of the possessive: The lady of the house (cf. Fr. la dame de la maison). Chaucer uses the expression of newe (< OFr. de nouvel, now anew), or the partitive use (Of smal houndes had she < Fr. de petits chiens).

These changes, greatly due to French influence, were hardly perceptible during the 12th century and became more frequent in the course of the 13th century – the stage at which Ancre ne Wisse was written. But it is mainly from the first half of the 14th century when they are clearly seen and characterise the standard of English, constituting one of the differences between it and Early Middle English. These changes ran parallel to the increase of French vocabulary in Middle English.

3 See studies by Talbot (1956), Shepherd (1959) and Dobson (1976).
In this stage of continuous growth of prepositions, each consolidates the old values, acquiring at other times a new series of values and functions, mainly due to contact with French and Latin. Let us analyse the state of prepositions in Ancrene Wisse:

The total sum of occurrences of prepositions found in the sample 6 amounts to 1163, the most frequent being of, in, to, or/one, wid, for, more → 58.37%.

All the prepositions, dating from the early 13th century, are of Germanic origin, something that appears as perfectly natural, especially at this stage of English.

42 different prepositions appear in Ancrene Wisse. We will point out here only those in which the influence of French seems justified.

BI: It seldom appeared in Old English. Its instrumental value increased in Middle English. Its new higher frequency may be due to the influence exerted by the French preposition par. To illustrate it, let us see some correspondences between the French version of MS Cotton Vitellius and the English version of MS Corpus Christi College Cambridge 402, where preposition bi acquires the local sense of 'along' or 'through':

6 The sample was obtained by selecting a 15% of the whole text. Four different extracts were taken from four chapters of Ancrene Wisse, namely, chapters II, IV, VI and VIII.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCC</td>
<td>he seo oder here idele gomenes ant wundres bi be weie (178.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitellius</td>
<td>qil veie ou oie oisais et merueilles par la voie (250.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCC</td>
<td>Bi he weai as ha gaed (218.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitellius</td>
<td>Par la voie sicme ele veit (311.29)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The presence of bi in oaths has its origin in this local value, whereby bi denotes proximity: 'next to, close to'. Here the influence of Fr. par seems unquestionable. In its instrumental use bi indicated the person or thing by means of whom/which the action took place. In this context some of the correspondences between both versions have been selected:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCC</td>
<td>bi hwucce me climbe to be blisse of heouene (181.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitellius</td>
<td>par les queus len monte a la loie de ciel (255.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCC</td>
<td>bi peos leaddre (181.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitellius</td>
<td>par ceste eschile (255.35)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not a few expressions which bear this instrumental value seem to be direct 'imitations' of French models: by force, by heart, by virtue of, etc.

An innovative use of bi is to indicate the agent of a passive action. This value, that became frequent in the 15th and 16th centuries, is already present in Ancrene Wisse, although the number of occurrences here is very limited. In

6 The sample was obtained by selecting a 15% of the whole text. Four different extracts were taken from four chapters of Ancrene Wisse, namely, chapters II, IV, VI and VIII.

this use bi must have been influenced by the French preposition par:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCC</td>
<td>pis ilke is bitacnet bi cherubines sweord (181.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitellius</td>
<td>Cest meisme ensement est signifie par lespee cherubin (256.13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘There is the same meaning in the Cherubim’s sword’7 (Salu, 157)

ED (AT): It shows a variety of uses in Middle English, which generally correspond and are influenced by the French preposition a, Lat. ad and apud and ON at. Its presence from Old English was strengthened and its values expanded due to contact with other languages.

The Old French preposition a must have been easy to calque, since it reminded the speaker of at.

At is present in a great number of adverbial phrases, many of which are calques of Latin, Old French or Old Norse. Scholars like Sykes (1899: 54) support the idea that the semantic development undergone by at in Middle English is mostly due to French influence:

These changes are paralleled with the utmost exactitude by the use of à in corresponding syntactical phrases in Old French. They occur for the first time chiefly in works having French originals. Hence it must be concluded that this development of meaning of at and the extension of its phrasal power are the direct result of French influence upon the native language.

In the Middle English period at acquires new values: from its original local sense it develops an instrumental function: e.g.,

wite ed ower maken (35.19)
‘find out from your maid’ (Salu, 28)

or indicates the time when an action takes place: e.g.,

speare me ed tis time (186.9)
‘sparse me now’ (Salu, 161)

French influence, moreover, can be perceived by looking at the correspondences between the French and the English version of Ancrene Wisse:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCC</td>
<td>ed his ehjur (30.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitellius</td>
<td>al ouverture de son oill (35.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCC</td>
<td>Silence eauser ed te mete (37.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitellius</td>
<td>Silence tenez toizz iours a mangier (58.12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 The translation into Present Day English is made explicit in all those instances for which there is one such, undertaken by Mary Salu.
French influence on English prepositions

but i godes rode (180.9) (replacing on)
‘but in God’s cross’ (Salu, 156)

As a contrast to its limited value in Old English, when in served a local function, the number of uses in Middle English is considerably broadened. Thus, it comes to express a span of time for the development of an action:

sum oder dei i pe wike (38.5)
‘some other day of the week’ (Salu, 31)
i pe ariste de domes dei (185.16)
‘at the resurrection on the Day of Judgement’ (Salu, 160)

Let us compare the French and English version for this temporal value:

CCCC    Davud ... meande i sum time (29.12)
Vitellius Davud se pleint quen ascun temps (34.29)

CCCC    I pe aduenz ... I pe lenten (38.5)
Vitellius En les aduenz ... En le karasme (58.30)

Or it may indicate condition, state of being:

hwen ze beoð in heale ant i ful strengde (211.13)
‘if you are in health and your strength is unimpaired’ (Salu, 183)

For this value here are some parallelisms in the two MSS:

CCCC    i se derf ordre (177.17)
Vitellius en si griue ordre (249.14)

CCCC    liuende i blisse (178.25)
Vitellius visianz en ioe (251.15)

Other times in may indicate place or position (Moignet 1988: 311 stands out this value in the French preposition en). In this case there is a large number of parallelisms between the two versions:

CCCC    þu art in eue point (31.23)
Vitellius vous estes en le point de eue (38.16)
CCCC    i pe deoofes curt (109.18)
Vitellius en la court del diable (139.14)
CCCC    from þe eappel iparais (32.7)
Vitellius de la pome en paradis (38.38)

Other values of in in Middle English are manner, instrument or cause.

As has been shown, the number of functions served by this preposition increase remarkably in the Middle English period, sometimes due to French influence.
A common philological assumption is that the genitive periphrastic construction with *of* reveals itself as highly frequent in works written under a clear French influence. Bödtker (1908: 5) was one of the first to support this idea: "... the great intrusion of *of* upon the old domain of the genitive ... was mainly due to the influence of French *de* ..."

Another fact worth pointing out is that the *of*-phrase is more frequent after French loans. As an instance:

*repentant neauer nes of mine sunnen* (36.20)

Its value as concerning, regarding *X* is due in part to the tendency of *of* to occupy some of the semantic territory formerly covered by *on*, but another reason is no doubt the French influence. Moignet (1988: 303) shows some examples of the French use:

*Assez parlerent cele nuit li dui cousin de ceste chose* (Mort Artu 89, 13)

*Et ne dites rien de Lancelot* (Mort Artu 87, 53)

With this value of *of* is frequently found after verbs of the type *spoken, brenchen,*

*seggen, written, heren, tellen, wre'gen, warnien, brenchen:*

*we schulen spoken of alle* (29.7)

‘we shall speak of all these’ (Salu, 21)

*teled lutel proff* (103.12)

*Of bese bemeros seid Jeremich* (109.12)

‘of these trumpeters Jeremias speaks’ (Salu, 94)

On this score, a good number of correspondences have been found between the English and the French manuscript:

**CCCC** *penne mot ha brenchen of be kues foddre of heordemonne hure* (213.1)

Vitellius *lui couendra penser del forage la vache del louer le pastour* (307.19)

‘in such a case she has to think of the cow’s fodder and the herdmam’s wages’ (Salu, 185)

**CCCC** *as ich seide of pilgerin* (178.20)

Vitellius *sicome ieo dis de pelerin* (251.4)

‘as I have said of the pilgrim’ (Salu, 155)

---

9 *brenchen* may be followed other times by preposition *on*. This is a sign/proof that the work belongs to a transition period of gradual changes. The possibility that *on* and *of* are interchangeable may have been strengthened by their early reduction to *a*. The weakening process of *on* to *a* also takes place in Old English. That of *of* to *o* comes later, in the Middle English period (Bödtker 1908).

The use of *of* to indicate the means or instrument of an action is already present in Old English, but the number of occurrences increases remarkably in Early Middle English, especially in *Ancrene Wisse*. This is possibly due to the influence of French *de*. Moignet (1988: 305) shows how *de* can introduce several verb complements:

- a complement indicating instrument

*Fier de ta lance e jo de Durendal* (Roland 1, 120)

- a complement indicating means

*Celui jor demora Lancelos leanz et fu serviz et aiesiez de quanque 'en preudome aiesier et servir* (Mort Artu 13, 1)

Notice the following correspondence between **CCCC** and Vitellius MSS:

**CCCC** *of hire ehshide* (31.12)

Vitellius *de sa vewe* (37.31)

From the late Old English period to 1600, (when *by* becomes more common), *of* is by far the most frequently used preposition to indicate the agent of a passive action. In this sense, *Ancrene Wisse* appears as a modern work. Let us see an example in the comparison between both languages:

**CCCC** *Of hire ahne suster haued sum ibeeon itempet* (34.14)

Vitellius *De sa soer demeisne ascune est tempte* (48.4)

‘an anchoress has sometimes been led into temptation by her own sister’ (Salu, 27)

The use survives at present in expressions of the type *well thought of you*, etc.

The influence of Fr. *de* is also possible after the verb *banchien*:

**CCCC** *honke him of his inturn* (37.1)

Vitellius *merciez lui de sa venue* (57.3)

‘thank him for coming’ (Salu, 30)

Godefroy (1969, 5: 253) shows some instances of the combination *mercier + de* in Old French:
Nostre sire ne fust mie si honnoures ne si merciez del travail que
li baron et li autre pelerin uvoient souffert (Godefoir de Buillon,
Richel. 22495, f° 52c)
J'ay receu voz lettres par le sieur de Molambeez avec la conso-
lation que par lui il vous a pleu me donner, dont je vous merce
de tres bon cuer (Lett. de Francois Ier, Arch. Belg. Audience,
Negociations de France, t. 1).

While the inflected genitive gradually settled before the noun, the periphrastic
genitive requiring of started to increase its frequency of use. According to
Williams (1975) in the year 900 of-phrases amounted to less than 0.5% of all the
genitive constructions. Towards 1200 they had only increased to 6%. But from
1250 onwards a remarkable increase to 32% took place and by 1300 nearly
85% was achieved. In other words, whereas the inflected genitive acquired a
fixed position before the noun, from the mid 13th century the periphrastic con-
struction was preferred after the noun.

Among the reasons for the rapid development of the periphrastic genitive
the growing importance of prepositional phrases could be counted. But also the
French genitive construction with de could have been a model to imitate.

Let us compare again the French and English versions of Ancrene Wisse:

CCCC  delit of sunne (31.22)
Vitellius  delit de pecche (38.14)
CCCC  pe riche de heuene (108.21)
Vitellius  la regne de ciel (136.18)
CCCC  pe pridde best of alle (178.3)
Vitellius  li tierz vunguore meiiloure de touz (250.9)

Where a partitive genitive construction appears, French influence may be
playing a part, too. Godefroy (1969, 10: 388) shows several quotations where
the construction is present:

Douce dame, en pouc d'oure
Fu ma joie accompli,
se j'eusse le don
ki toujours me demore (Guiot, Chans., 3, 40)
Depars li aucun pu de ce que de li tiens (Jeh. De Meung, Test.,
374)

The parallel may be seen in the English version of Ancrene Wisse:

† euch after his stat borkhe ed tis frakele worlde se lutel se ha
least mei of mete. of clado. of ahte. of ale hire pinges (106)

"that each according to his condition should take from this
wretched world as little as he possibly can of food, clothing, pos-
sessions, and of all else that it has".

TO: The dative case follows the same non-return voyage as the instrumental:
it gradually disappeared from the Late Old English period onwards. It is then that to appears in prepositional phrases which replace the former
ative case. Therefore, a gradual tendency to a more analytic structure
of the language is perceived when the inflections decay as a result of the
evolution of English itself on the one hand, and on the other as a
consequence of the influence of the French language. There are not a
few occurrences in which to replaces the former dative case:

ded leasse eil to be ehen (30.10)
'is less harmful to the eyes' (Salu, 22)
to owen wummen 3e mahen segen (38.8)
'You may speak to your women' (Salu, 31)
po be forne grede seinte peter (178.4)
'To the first St. Peter cries' (Salu, 154)

When it comes to comparing the French and the English version, the English
preposition to seems to correspond mostly to French a:

CCCC  be one mahe beon to gode pilgerems ieuene (178)
Vitellius  Les vns poient este comparez as bons pelerins (250/1.2)
'The first may be compared to good pilgrims'
CCCC  be opre to deade (178)
Vitellius  Les altres as moriz (250/1.4)
'the second to the dead'

4. Conclusions

After the Conquest French obviously gained some ground in England, although
it was mostly as a (foreign)10 language spoken by the influential people: the
upper classes of the secular clergy, a greater part of the regular clergy (where
the author of Ancrene Wisse belonged) and a very small minority within the
urban oligarchy. English felt the impact of French gradually in its vocabulary,
and while it maintained its grammatical structure, syntax, pronouns and basic
structure Germanic in nature, it is true that basic elements like prepositions felt
the influence of this superstratum language:

10 Although not a few scholars prefer to consider this language as a familiar way of speech for the
invaded citizen. We must remember that for a time French and Latin were the common languages of written
documents, even more common than the native English language.
- in a larger use of prepositional phrases
- in new values being added to them
- in clear cases of calquing from French to English,

as we have seen by comparing the French version of MS Vitellius and the English of Corpus Christi College Cambridge 402 MS. The author of Ancrene Wisse must have been a bilingual (or even maybe a trilingual) speaker, who at times thought in French speech units, and carried those French thought-and-speech patterns into English.
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